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Through my paintings I express colourful, fashion radiating and queer-looking people, with a focus on 
facial expressions to reflect their presence through visual images. When I paint I aim to create a new 
world reality. The characters I depict live in and between these vibrant canvases with no earthly needs or 
surroundings, revealing confidence, the bold side of people as opposed to those living in the real world 
who usually look more simple. 


The painting I am submitting named “Many Faces” is an extravagant self-portrait of multiple faces. I 
started my painting by first creating different drag makeup on my own face, when taking multiple 
pictures of it and later collaging and retouching them in various compositions on Photoshop. The 
completion of desirable fantasy is transformed and completed with painting it on a canvas. I use acrylic 
paint as the main method to fulfil my ideas, as I am more skilled and therefore more confident in using 
this method to achieve my vision. Through this process I create a safe environment for myself and boost 
my own confidence to be anyone. My canvas becomes an extension of a self-created fabulous illusion, 
by bringing an imaginary lifestyle to life. I like to use comical and easy approach to expressing my ideas 
in paintings. I want to represent my alter ego as the most opposite to actual every day me. 


Bio: 

My name is Lolita Koriznaite. I am currently working on a filming set as a costume and set artist in 
Vilnius. I have graduated from University of Salford, UK with a First class honour degree of Fashion 
Design in 2018. Also in 2022, I have completed  a Masters in Contemporary Fine Art in the same 
university. My painting skills and style have mostly developed during the last years in university. My 
painting practice explores both mine and my friends' inner unrealised personalities through gender 
stereotypes, influenced by drag and fashion culture. 
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